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Happy Diwali! 
1. Read the text to a friend or record yourself. 
 

Dev likes Diwali. 

Diwali is the Festival of Lights. 

 

Dev’s favourite part of Diwali is the 
fireworks. 

And all the sweets! 

Dev and his family celebrate Diwali for five 
days. 

 

On the first day, they clean the apartment. 

 

On the second day, they decorate the 
apartment with flowers. 

They light small lamps filled with oil. 

On the third day, everyone in the family 
wears new clothes. 

In the evening, they watch fireworks. 

 

On the fourth day, they give one another 
gifts.  

Dev gets a new computer game. 

 

On the fifth day, they have a big meal with 
Dev’s grandparents and uncles. 

They eat traditional Indian food. 

They also eat lots of sweets. 

 

2. Tell a friend in Swedish what the text is about or record yourself. 

 
 
True or False? 
Circle the correct alternative. 
 

Diwali is the Festival of Lights. True False 

Dev’s family celebrate Diwali for three days. True False 

They light lamps filled with oil. True False 

Dev gets a cricket bat. True False 
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Word Practice 
Write the words in English. 

fira ________________________________________ celebrate 

första ________________________________________ clean 

städa ________________________________________ everyone 

andra ________________________________________ fifth 

tredje ________________________________________ first 

alla ________________________________________ fourth 

fjärde ________________________________________ second 

femte ________________________________________ third 

 

Word Game 
Work in pairs.  

1. Take turns asking and answering 5 questions each.  
 

What’s fira in English? Celebrate. 

 

2. Take turns asking and answering 5 questions each. 
 

What’s celebrate in Swedish? Fira. 

 

Score 1 point for every correct answer. 

My points: __________ 
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Fill the Gaps 
1. Write the correct word. Use the words in the box. 
 

Diwali is the Festival of _____________________. 

Dev and his family _____________________ Diwali for five days. 

On the _____________________ day they clean the apartment. 

On the second day they decorate the _____________________ with flowers. 

They light small _____________________ filled with oil. 

 

apartment – celebrate – first – lamps – Lights 
 

 

2. Read the text to a friend or record yourself. 

 
 
Build the Sentence  
1. Write the words in the correct order. 
 

 

a – computer – Dev –game. – gets 
 

 

 ___________________________________________________________________________  

 

 ___________________________________________________________________________  

 
2. Read the sentence to a friend or record yourself. 
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Do You Remember? 
1. Work in pairs.

Take turns telling each other about Dev and Diwali
Use some of the words to help you.

loves 

Festival of Lights 

favourite 

fireworks 

sweets 

celebrate 

five days 

first/clean 

second/decorate 

third/wear new clothes 

fireworks 

fourth/gifts 

computer game 

fifth/big meal 

traditional food 

sweets 

2. Write one sentence about Dev and Diwali.

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 


